
Summary 

Tanks 

1. Main Tank will pull the Petrifying Guard (Pet) and one other Non-
Pets) 

2. Off tank will pull the 3rd guard 
3. Tanks will swap the Pet Guard when the coupled non-pet is at 60 – 

70%. Single non-pet should have lowest energy when pull happens. 
4. Tanks will take turns having two guards on them. 

 
*Tanks and only tanks to switch chat channels during this battle. 

 

Healers & DPS  
 

1. Range and heals start off stacked in Top / middle work slowly 
towards stairs. (stay near group for Chains) 

2. Don’t stand in stuff (Unless told to do so) 
3. Everyone focus on the coupled guards.  
4. No high dps burst on the tank pull 
5. Shield for Overload attacks; Healers bubble if possible 
6. If you have a jasper chain, please keep to your buddy until you are told 

to break chains then run from them until broken 
7. When breaking chains range run from Melee. Only need to run until you 

start taking small amounts of damage than just wait 15 secs for the 
chains to break. 

 

       Range and heals stack at beginning 

 

 

 

Call outs needed: 
1. When to break Jasper Chains and Colbalt Mines 
2. When to shield for overload 

Time Warp at 20% 

Tanks 



The Guardians have a shared health pool, and each Guardian has its 

own individual energy bar. The Guardians gain energy when they are close to other 
Guardians, and when a Guardian reaches maximum energy, it unleashes a very 
damaging, raid-wide attack.  

 Amethyst Guardian casts Amethyst Overload. 

 Cobalt Guardian casts Cobalt Overload. 

 Jade Guardian casts Jade Overload. 

 Jasper Guardian casts Jasper Overload. 

Once the fight begins a Guardian will start applying its Petrification debuff that helps 
the raid against its attacks, must overload (reach 100 energy) before he finishes 
petrifying. 

 Amethyst Guardian; 
 Amethyst Pool It is a void zone, placed on the ground. Move away from it. 

 

 Cobalt Guardian; 
  Cobalt Mine shard launched at a random raid member's location. 7 yards of 

it causes it to detonate, dealing Arcane damage also rooting them for 6 
seconds.  

 

 Jade Guardian; 
 Jade Shards is cast by the Jade Guardian. It is a raid-wide nuke, dealing a 

small amount of Nature damage to all players. This spell is cast every 10 
seconds. 

 

 Jasper Guardian 
 Jasper Chains is cast by the Jasper Guardian. It links two random raid 

members together If the two players are more than 10 yards apart from one 
another, the chains deal Fire damage to them every second.  
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